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3.

The Idea & How To Play

Audience

The assignment was to find a board game and make it into an app. Me and my team recreated the game 
“Codenames”. Two rival spymasters are competing to get their teammates to guess the codenames for their team 
color (indicated on the keycard), by using one word clues and how many words it applies to. The team members then 
discuss the clue and come to a decision together about which codenames on the board the clue applies to. The teams 
want to get all their codenames before the other team, while avoiding the other teams clues and the assassin card. If 
the assassin card is picked that team immediately loses that round.

Goal
The goal is to take this fun and 
competitive board game and make it 
into a digital and portable game that will 
appeal to a diverse group of people. 

Age 10+. This game requires knowlegde 
of words and word associations. 

This game is for people who love 
strategy and guessing games.



About the Game
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Type of game: Card & Word & Spies/ Secret Agents

Price: $18

Year: 2015

Player Count: 4-8

Contents: 16 agent cards (8 red & 8 blue), 7 innocent bystander cards, 1 
assassin card, 1 double agent card, 40 key cards, 200 double-sided codename 
cards, 1 timer and 1 card stand. 

Gametime: 15 minutes



The Roles & Cards
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Spymaster: One player from each team is randomly selected every round and will be the spymaster. The 
spymaster’s job is to give their teammates one word clues that apply to their codenames on the board, along 
with the number of codenames it applies to.

Agent: All players on each team, except the one spymaster, are competing to uncover the codenames of the 
agents on their team. The two teams (Red Agents and Blue Agents) discuss the one-word clues given by the 
spymaster and attempt to identify the correct codename. 

Codename: Codename cards make up the game board with randomly selected words. Only the spymasters 
can see which codenames belong to each team.

Red/ Blue Agent: These cards are placed over a codenames when the word picker guesses the respective 
color. Every round one team the team that has one more card than the other team will go first.

Civilian: Civilian codenames don’t belong to either team. When they are selected neither team benefits.

Assassin: There is one assassin card on the game board. If this card is guessed, the round is immediately 
over, causing that team to lose.



Existing Flaws
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• Must have a big and flat space for a 5x5 grid of cards (codename 
cards) to be set up.

• All players have to be physically present to play.

• If your don’t have enough players, it is not as fun.

• You can damage or lose the cards.

• There is a limited number of words.

• You can’t play by yourself.



Design Goals
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1. Modes: online (with friends and/or random people) or group mode (only with friends)

2. Play with 4+ players per game

3. Profile with codename, avatar, achievements and friends

4. Add friends

5. Different screen with key for spymaster

6. In-game currency

7. Shows how many cards are left for each team

8. Voice option button



Interface Structure pt. 1
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Open Box Read the instructions

Set up the 5x5 grid 
with the codename cards

Establish teams

Each team establishes a spymaster

Team A Team B

Team A Team B

1 1 4+

2 4+

1 1 4+

2 4+



Interface Structure
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1 1 4+1

1 4+

1

1

4+

One of the spymasters chooses a keycard,
 teammates wait while both spymasters review it.

Whichever team has more cards on the keycard will go �rst.

1 8+
     Spymaster comes up with a one word clue that 

is associated with  codenames of their team.

Teammates discuss the clue and make guesses based on it.

Guess correct 
codename

Eliminates team 
word from keycard,
bene�ting the team

Guess bystander
codename

No positive or
negative outcome

Guess opposite
team’s codename

Eliminates other
 team’s word from keycard,
bene�ting the other team.

Guess assassin 
codename

Automatically loses
round, making the other

 team win.

Team’s turn is over, other team’s 

spymaster starts their turn.

Whichever team gets all

their codenames on the keycard �rst wins.

Round over, each team 

picks new spymaster.

No limit to the
 # of rounds



Wireframes pt. 1
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Wireframes pt. 2
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Wireframes pt. 3
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Style Sheet
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